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Multiple Chassis Options

5

Blower Driven Direct via Transfer Case

9

2

Operator-Friendly Control Panel & Instrumentation

6

Multiple Inspection Ports for Easy Cleaning

10 2EINFORCED $EBRIS "ODY WITH  $EGREE $UMP !NGLE

Abrasion Resistant Corten Steel Debris Body

3

Final Filter Blower Protection

7

Twin Cyclone Action Bag Houses

11 Air Cannon for Simpliﬁed Filter Purging

4

)NSPECTION $OOR FOR !CCESS TO "LOWER ,OBES

8

Automatic Vacuum Breaker

12 0REMIUM (YDRAULIC 2EAR $OOR ,OCKS AND /PENER
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Wireless remote control that shuts
downs vacuum, controls the engine
throttle, operates the boom, debris
body door, dumping functions and
Hi Dump, if applicable. Actuated
from the workers location, this
option eliminates the need to use
hand signals or two-way radios
and saves precious time in
emergency situations.

This patented closed system uses
vacuum from the debris body to
automatically and periodically
clean out the baghouses during
vacuum operations. This helps to
minimize on site spills caused by
manually unloading baghouses.
Also, it minimizes the need to enter
and manually clean the bag houses,
reducing operator exposure to
respiratory and chemical hazards.

This option adds a powerful, high
pressure water system which
works together with the vacuum
system to effectively excavate
around sensitive underground
utilities, locate various
underground systems, excavate
in areas with limited access and
many other applications.
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Hydraulic boom rotates,
raises and lowers the vacuum
hose in a full range of motion,
allowing for easier positioning
of the truck, faster set-up and
convenient operation.

Using either electric or hydraulic
power and attached directly to
the front of the debris tank,
this option generates powerful
vibrations to assist in the
discharge of material from the
debris body during dumping.

Not just a raised body or reduced
discharge opening, this “true”
Hi Dump” hydraulically lifts the
debris body 19” and moves it back
10” to allow for easy dumping into
roll-off containers up to 60” high,
while still maintaining a full opening
DOOR AND FULL  DEGREE DUMP ANGLE

